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Traditional Methods: Short-term studies

● Logging
● Survey
● Interview

Very in-the-moment

Hard to capture more naturalistic, longer-term behaviours



Traditional Methods: Long-term studies

● Diary studies: Users self report activities on regular intervals
● Experience Sampling: Users are signaled periodically to record data
● Log Data Analysis: Passively logs user data for furthur analysis



Traditional Methods: Long-term studies

● Diary studies / Experience Sampling:
○ Lab setting can change user’s behavior
○ Users lack motivation to participate
○ Focus on specific events, limiting data

● Log data analysis:
○ Fail to provide insight into motivation
○ Fail to provide context



Motivation

Normal, non-lab behaviour is desired

Context and motivation of participants’ behaviour is desired



A solution: Think-aloud Protocol

Participants talk while doing tasks. 

Helps understand motivation of participants. 

Introduce social and cognitive load, leading to unnatural responses. 
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Retrospective Method (Retrospective Cued 
Recall)

Definition: a retrospective study is one that records data about the behavior 
of the participant(s) over some period of time. This study-period data is 
reviewed by the participant afterwards, with the participant providing 
context and commentary on their behavior as prompted by examining the 
data that was collected during the course of the study.



The Human Memory

Humans are able to recall situational information when retrospectively 
cued by some data, sound, or visual imagery obtained at the time. 

Yet, memory is fragile and prone to recall errors. 

Understanding how memory work help design retrospective methods. 



The Human Memory

Memory is fragile and prone to recall errors. We tend to:

- Recall events according to a prototypical pattern instead of actual 
events

- Follow researcher’s lead and cues when answering questions
- Make associations with similar events



The Human Memory: Using Cues

Humans are able to recall situational information when retrospectively 
cued by some data, sound, or visual imagery obtained at the time. 

In RCR, Cues are used to avoid false memory and improve accuracy

Cues are usually images or videos that record participant’s behaviour



Retrospective Methods: Experimental Design

1. Data Collection: what type of data, and how is it collected for later 
review

2. Study duration: varies from minutes or days
3. Review instruments, interview methods, and process: used by 

participant to elicit recall
4. Sampling frequency: the frequency in which data is collected
5. Delay of review after collection: duration between data collection and 

sample reviewed
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Retrospective Methods

● Logging
● Video
● Eye tracking
● Day reconstruction method
● Image based sampling



An Example: IE-Capture

Internet Explorer Capture (IE-Capture): a browser add-on that captures the 
entire screen grab:

The entire screen snapshot, rather than the browser snapshot, helped recall 
of participants

Designed to understand how search-engine users approach questions that 
required effort over time



IE-Capture







IE-Capture: Experimental Design

1. Data collection: Screen capture, time-stamp, URL; triggered by the 
loading of a webpage

2. Study duration: varied from 1-6 weeks (mostly 2 weeks)
3. Review instruments: Screenshots were viewed with custom-built data 

viewer, allowing participant to browse forward and backward in time
4. Sampling frequency: Collected whenever a webpage finished loading
5. Delay of review: 1-6 weeks (mostly 2 weeks)



IE-Capture: Interview process

Experimenters jumped to the first search query screen grab for each day

Participants were asked “What happened next in the search process? ”

If the participants could not recall, experimenter would go forward in time, 
until the participant was confident they had an answer. 

Measured participant’s ability to recall next event. 



IE-Capture: Results

Measures:

1. Number of correct predictions
2. Number of times participants had to go to a previous page before 

correct recall



Figure



IE-Capture: Results

Measure 1,  number of correct predictions:

- A very high accuracy
- Able to recollect the context
- Some questions are more easily answered than others
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Retrospective Methods: Three Time Spans

1. Short-term studies: study period < 2h; retrospective gathered 
immediately after task

- Retrospective gathered by think-aloud as participant observe video 
recording, screen behaviour, or eye movement during study



Retrospective Methods: Three Time Spans

2.  Very long-term studies: Study period > 1 day; retrospective gathered 1 
or  2 days after completion

- Recollection informed by complete knowledge
- Participants tend to clean up their act and make up a more coherent 

strategy
- Often use daily debriefs



Retrospective Methods: Three Time Spans

3.  Intermediate-term studies: study period >2h, < 2 day

- A good balance between accuracy of short-term studies, and data 
gathered by long-term studies



Evaluating Retrospective Methods: Design

● Data Collection
○ How will data be collected? Automatically or by manual 

intervention?
● Study duration

○ How long will study run?



Evaluating Retrospective Methods: Design

● Review Instruments
○ Playback system for reviewing recorded activities
○ Need to be able to ‘jump to’ events

● Sampling Frequency
○ Random time sampling? Event Driven? Periodic?

● Delay of Review
○ Periodic reviews better for longer term experiments



Evaluating Retrospective Methods

Important to choose a good cue:

In IE-Capture Study

- When only providing string of search query with timestamp, recall very 
low

- When providing only browser snapshot, recall improved
- When providing entire screen snapshot, recall very high



Evaluating Retrospective Methods: Bias

Can memory bias actually be useful?

Memory is what matters, instead of actuality

- Memories guide future actions
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Pragmatics of Using Retrospective Methods

Guideline for good cues: Images or data that encapsulate recognizable 
context

Presenting data: Maintain chronological order of events when presenting 
data for review



Pragmatics of Using Retrospective Methods

Asking for predictions: An effective way to validate the accuracy of recall

Face-to-face interviews: Bias more likely in distance methods than in 
face-to-face interveiws

Avoid testing children: Children have lower attention span



Pragmatics of Using Retrospective Methods

Ways to avoid false memory effect

- Avoid direction about what parts of behavior should be noticed
- Avoid value statements
- Avoid asking for global affective responses from experiences in the 

past



Conclusion

Retrospective methods are useful for gaining insight into users behaviors. 

Designing good cues is essential in retrospective studies. 

Designing good interviews helps more valuable recall. 


